Winter/Spring 2018-19

PLEASE, CONTINUE (HAMLET)

running time varies, up to 3 hours with one 20-minute break.

Eyes Wide

Lights Low

at MCA Stage

Low Lights

Wide Eyes

Thu–Sun Apr 25–28, 2019

YAN DUYVENPAK AND ROGER BERNAU
FROM THE CURATOR

Please, Continue (Hamlet) is a mock trial “in a new form,” as our Chicago Humanities Festival (CHF) copresenters have called it: each night an actual Chicago judge, prosecutor, and defense lawyer tackle the case; the roles of Hamlet, Gertrude, and Ophelia must be relived anew by the actors; and you, as a member of the audience, might be selected to serve on the jury. And each night, a verdict is pronounced. Yan Duyvendak and Roger Bernat’s carefully constructed premise—part real-world, real-time trial, part classic drama—reveals something of theater’s fictions inherent in the courtroom, and the powerful consequences of every word and action, as only the stage can illuminate them. I can’t think of a better context than CHF’s current theme—Power—to frame a show like this, in the United States for the first time, in times like these. What happens when you ask an audience of theatergoers to pass judgement on one another? And to do so in the complicated context of Chicago’s legal, racial, class, and geographic inequities? What does justice look and feel like here, now?

Seeing Please, Continue (Hamlet) on the MCA Stage just a week after Duyvendak’s collaboration with Omar Ghayatt, Still in Paradise, has been a profound lesson in how theater can create encounters with the uncomfortable repercussions of our otherwise familiar social worlds. Many thanks to former MCA Curator of Performance Yolanda Cesta Cursach, for bringing these two works together with the conviction that Duyvendak, Bernat, and Ghayatt’s way of making theater “constructs an ephemeral social architecture” because “theater is everywhere.” And much gratitude to Alison Cuddy and all her colleagues at the Chicago Humanities Festival for their curiosity and generosity in taking the plunge with us!

Tara Aisha Willis
Associate Curator of Performance

In lieu of honorariums for the legal professionals, a donation will be made in their name to Cabrini Green Legal Aid.
In a working-class suburb of a big city, in the midst of a wedding, a young man kills his girlfriend’s father. She accuses him of murder. He says it was an accident . . .

Nearly two years later the trial begins. To preserve the anonymity of the participants, their names have been changed: the accused is called Hamlet, the victim Polonius, the witness Ophelia.

A near-universal case, familiar from grade school, based on a true story. A dramaturgy of the real. A story from the realm of great tragedy, transposed to the modern age.

---

**ABOUT THE WORK**

**RELATED PROGRAMS**

YAN DUYVENDAK AND OMAR GHAYATT
*Still in Paradise*
Thu–Sun, Apr 18–21

Tonight’s performance is presented in tandem with *Still in Paradise*, another work cocreated by Yan Duyvendak, which appeared on the MCA Stage last week and also blurs the boundary between performer and spectator. In that performance, Duyvendak and cocreator Omar Ghayatt invited audiences to join them in questioning the roles we play in consequential encounters between the Middle East and the West, Islam and capitalism. For more information, please visit mcachicago.org.

---

**ACCESSIBLE EVENTS**

**ASL-INTERPRETED PERFORMANCE**
Fri, Apr 26, 7:30 pm

**ASL-INTERPRETED PERFORMANCE**
WITH AUDIO DESCRIPTION AND RELAXED PERFORMANCE
Sun, Apr 28, 2 pm
ABOUT THE ARTISTS

YAN DUYVENDAK (CONCEPT AND PERFORMANCE) was born in the Netherlands, and lives between Geneva and Marseille. Trained at the Ecole Supérieure d’Art Visuel in Geneva, he has worked in contemporary performance and live art since 1995. Since then, he has produced a chain of creations and performances at venues including Fondation Cartier, Paris; EXIT performing arts festival, Helsinki; Art Unlimited Basel; Museo Reina Sofia, Madrid; Ménagerie de verre, Paris; Vooruit, Ghent; Festival d’Avignon, France; Theaterspektakel Zurich; TheaterFormen Festival, Hannover; CDN, Montréal; Wiener Festwochen, Vienna; and Foreign Affairs, Berliner Festspielen, Germany. Over the course of the years, he has increasingly become a point of reference in Swiss and European art. His art underlines in particular how the overwhelming mass of televised, computer, and mental images, as well as our social codes and other rituals of society, thicken the curtain between ourselves and reality. Yet Duyvendak’s work never fails to affirm human dignity and reveal the ways that our image-dominated society imperils our welfare. His latest creations, Made in Paradise (2008), cocreated with Omar Ghayatt and Nicole Borgeat; Please, Continue (Hamlet) (2011), cocreated with Roger Bernat; Sound of Music (2015), and ACTIONS (2017), cocreated with Nicolas Cilins and Nataly Sugnaux-Hernandez, are his most political works to date. Duyvendak’s videos are included in numerous public and private collections, for instance the Musée des Beaux-Arts in Lyon and the Museum der Moderne (MdM) in Salzburg. He received the Swiss Art Award in three consecutive years (2002, 2003, and 2004), the Namics Kunstpreis für Neue Medien in 2004, and the Network Kulturpreis in 2006. He has also been selected for numerous Catalani Critics’ Awards for his work. In 2008 he began to create setups in which the audience takes center stage. His shows include Public Domain (2008), Purely Coincidental (2009), The Rite of Spring (2010), Please, Continue (Hamlet) (2011), Pending Vote (2012), and RE-presentation (2013), Desplazamiento del Palacio de la Moneda (2014), and Numax-Fagor-plus (2014), which have been performed in over twenty countries.

ROGER BERNAT (Concept and Performance) is a Barcelona-based artist, born in 1968, who creates works of theater shaped in collaboration with the public. He has worked with Thierry Salmon and Xavier Alberti. Between 1998 and 2001 he directed the company General Electric together with Tomás Aragay and has received numerous Catalan Critics’ Awards for his work. In 2008 he began to create setups in which the audience takes center stage. His shows include Public Domain (2008), Purely Coincidental (2009), The Rite of Spring (2010), Please, Continue (Hamlet) (2011), Pending Vote (2012), and RE-presentation (2013), Desplazamiento del Palacio de la Moneda (2014), and Numax-Fagor-plus (2014), which have been performed in over twenty countries.

LILY MOJEKWU (Gertrude) is delighted to make her MCA Stage debut in Please, Continue (Hamlet). Lily recently returned from the SXSW film festival premiere of Saint Frances, which received both a Jury Award and the Audience Award. Recent stage appearances in Chicago include Dada Woof Papa Hot (About Face Theatre) and A Christmas Carol and Objects in The Mirror (both at the Goodman Theatre). Other Chicago credits include work with Chicago Shakespeare Theater, Lookingglass Theatre Company, Northlight Theatre (Skokie), Rivendell Theatre Ensemble, and Steppenwolf Theatre Company. Regional credits include six seasons with Lakeside Shakespeare Theatre (Frankfort, Michigan). Television credits include I Love Dick (Amazon TV), The Chi (Showtime), Chicago Fire (NBC), Chicago Med (NBC), Mind Games (ABC) and the web series Brown Girls (browngirlwebseries.com). Film credits include Widows, Drive Slow, Princess Cyd, Rogers Park, and the upcoming Saint Frances.

KRYSYAL ORTIZ (Ophelia) is a Chicago-based actor and playwright originally from Miami. You can next see her this spring in For Services Rendered at Griffin Theatre Company, Chicago. Her previous Chicago acting credits include Lettie (Victory Gardens Theater), La Havana Madrid (Teatro Vista, Goodman Theatre), Thumbelina (Lifeline Theatre), and In Love and Warcraft (Halcyon Theatre). New York
edgar miguel sanchez (hamlet) was born in dominican republic, raised in miami, and received his bfa in acting and minor in sociology from the theater school at de paul university, chicago. his chicago credits include sweet (goodman theatre); macbeth, r&j in the park, romeo and juliet, twelfth night (chicago shakespeare theater); in the next room (time line theatre company); w/eter by the spoonful and native son (court theatre); the wheel (steppenwolf theatre company). among his regional credits are fences (atc, irt, milwaukee rep); the title role in hamlet (gablestage); twelfth night, richard iii, troilus and cressida, the admirable crichton (american players theatre); and a midsummer night’s dream, othello, and the comedy of errors (oregon shakespeare festival). his television and film credits include sense8, chicago p.d., and the film blueprint.

ailene bhandari (prosecutor), assistant state’s attorney in cook county, criminal prosecutions bureau, felony trial division

judge john robert blakey, united states district court judge for the northern district of illinois

patricia c. bobb (defense attorney), president, patricia c. bobb and associates, recipient of the lifetime achievement award from the jury verdict reporter awards for trial lawyer excellence, and elected fellow of the american college of trial lawyers

dan collins (prosecutor), managing partner and chair of litigation at drinker biddle, and former federal prosecutor

judge anna heLEN demacopoulos, judge of the circuit court of cook county

kim foxx (prosecutor), state’s attorney for cook county, illinois

judge arthur hill jr., associate judge of the circuit court of cook county

marc r. kadish (defense attorney), director of pro bono activities and litigation training at mayer brown (1999–2015), and coauthor of the legal brief for the chicago iteration of please, continue (hamlet)

loukas kalliantasis (prosecutor), assistant state’s attorney for cook county

andrianna “annie” kastanek (prosecutor), assistant united states attorney, and adjunct professor at northwestern university pritzker school of law, chicago

judge joan lefkow, senior united states district judge of the united states district court for the northern district of illinois

michael d. monico (defense attorney), partner, monico and spevack, chicago; past president of the american board of criminal defense lawyers; and recipient of the lifetime achievement award from the illinois association of criminal defense lawyers

catharine o’daniel (defense attorney), law offices of catharine d. o’daniel, and named a top ten illinois leading female criminal defense attorney by leading lawyers

dena singer (defense attorney), founding partner, bedi and singer llp, chicago; adjunct professor at de paul university college of law, chicago; recipient of the excellence in pro bono service award

nigel f. telman (defense attorney), partner, head of employment practice, and cohead of the employment litigations and arbitration group, proskauer rose llp, chicago

acting credits include kid prince and pablo (new york stage and film powerhouse; ars nova). television credits include: the exorcist (fox). ortiz received a bfa in acting from the theater school at de paul university, chicago. she is rep-resented by stewart talent.

yan duyvendak and roger bernat, please, continue (hamlet), théâtre forum meyrin, meyrin, 2014

photo: © magali girardin
Join us for dinner or drinks before or after the theater at Marisol, named one of the “hottest restaurants in Chicago” by Zagat and one of Vogue’s “Six Chicago Restaurants You Should Know About Now.” Call 312–799–3599 to make reservations.

Marisol Escobar. Photo: Herman Hiller.
SUPPORT FOR MCA STAGE

Lead support for the 2018–19 season of MCA Stage is provided by Elizabeth A. Liebman.

Generous support is provided by:

Lois and Steve Eisen and The Eisen Family Foundation
Ginger Farley and Bob Shapiro
The Martha Struthers Farley and Donald C. Farley Jr. Family Foundation
Susan Manning and Doug Doetsch
Ock Ju Noh
Sharon* and Lee Oberlander
Maya Polsky and Nicholas Bridon
Carol Prins and John Hart/The Jessica Fund
Ellen Stone Belic

Additional support for MCA Stage is provided by:

Ms. Shawn M. Donnelley and Dr. Christopher M. Kelly
Nicholas and Nancy Giampietro
Carol Honigberg
Cynthia Hunt and Philip Rudolph
Anne L. Kaplan
Anne and John Kern
D. Elizabeth Price and Lou Yecies

*Enact Chair
As of March 2019

ABOUT ENACT

MCA Stage is supported by Enact, a group of MCA donors dedicated to supporting the museum’s renowned Stage programs.

Join today for opportunities to meet artists and gain behind-the-scenes access alongside MCA curators—all while providing vital support.

Circle Donor membership is required to join Enact. Enact donations begin at $1,000 annually. For more information on benefits or to join, contact us at enact@mcachicago.org or 312-397-4044.

The MCA is a proud member of the Museums in the Park and receives major support from the Chicago Park District.

ABOUT MCA STAGE

As an internationally renowned institution devoted to contemporary culture, the Museum of Contemporary Art Chicago presents the most thought-provoking visual art and performing arts of our time. MCA Stage is a vibrant series presenting theater, dance, and music by leading artists from the United States and around the world in the MCA’s three-hundred-seat Edlis Neeson Theater.

MCA Stage’s groundbreaking performances are an integral part of the MCA’s artist-activated, audience-engaged programming. Along with the museum’s exhibitions and educational initiatives, they encourage a broad and diverse community to experience and discuss the work and ideas of living artists.

PARKING
Validate your ticket at the coat check for $12 parking in the MCA garage (220 E Chicago Ave) and the Bernardin garage (747 North Wabash). The $12 parking is limited to six hours on the date of performance.

LOST AND FOUND
To inquire about a lost item, call the museum at 312-280-2660. Unclaimed articles are held for thirty days.

SEATING
Please switch off all noisemaking devices while you are in the theater.

Patrons are seated at the management’s discretion. Food and open beverage containers are not allowed in the seating area.

REPRODUCTION
Unauthorized recording and reproduction of a performance are prohibited.

GENERAL INFORMATION
312-280-2660
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